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THINKING ECONOMICALLY ABOUT COMMERCIAL SUCCESS 

Economic experts frequently evaluate commercial success as a secondary consideration of the obviousness of
a patented invention.[1] While other common economic inquiries are often based on widely recognized
methodologies (e.g., the Panduit factors for lost profits, the Georgia-Pacific factors for reasonable royalties),
experts often base analysis of commercial success on a layperson's notion of "success," without appreciation
of its purpose. For example, an expert may conclude that a product is a commercial success because sales
and profits are "large" or "substantial," appealing to preconceived notions of success in other contexts ("sales
of $100 million a year?  sounds like a success to me!").

We should be wary of such simplistic approaches to evaluating commercial success, which often fail to ask a
fundamental economic question: success compared to what? Just as one individual's success in life may differ
from another's, commercial success for one product in a particular context may differ from commercial success
for another product in another context. Improper analysis of commercial success can be particularly
problematic in pharmaceuticals, for example, which often require billions of dollars in sales for economic
incentives to have existed for others to bring the product to market sooner. Evaluations of commercial success
without proper context (or, for some experts, without any context at all) are unhelpful to the role of commercial
success in patent litigation.

Recent case law has clarified the purpose of commercial success and what it is intended to demonstrate. For
example, the Federal Circuit stated in Merck v. Teva that commercial success is relevant "because the law
presumes an idea would successfully have been brought to market sooner, in response to market forces, had
the idea been obvious to persons skilled in the art."[2] This makes sense, from an economic perspective,
because other parties would have economic incentives to commercialize obvious inventions if there were
economic incentives to do so. However, based on our experience evaluating dozens of expert reports on
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commercial success, all too often experts fail to provide relevant context and/or tie any alleged success back to
the fundamental purpose outlined by the courts.

This article summarizes challenges and shortcomings with common approaches to evaluating commercial
success, and offers guidance for providing appropriate economic analysis. We draw upon numerous expert
evaluations of commercial success, with a focus in pharmaceuticals and electronics, to provide practical
insights on commercial success for both plaintiffs and defendants.

Overly Simplistic Analysis of Commercial Success
Overly simplistic evaluations of commercial success frequently fail to provide sufficient information and analysis
to conclude that economic incentives existed to bring the product to market sooner. Such analysis often simply
tabulates sales, profits, and market shares, followed by some grand conclusion on whether those constitute
commercial success. Very little is said for whether sales are sufficient to compensate for the economic costs
needed to develop the product and bring it to market. Experts often fail to compare sales and profits from the
product in question to other comparable products in the industry, even though millions of dollars in one market
might be successful in one industry and an utter failure in another.

In our experience, this kind of analysis is too often set forth as alleged evidence of commercial success. This
overly simplistic approach to evaluating commercial success often misses the economic purpose of
commercial success in informing on obviousness. Analyses rooted in a layperson's notion of success are not
necessarily unscientific or false -- rather, they simply fail to connect with the purpose of the commercial
success established by the courts.

Over time, courts have clarified the purpose of commercial success in evaluating a patent's obviousness.
Dating back to Smith v. Goodyear Dental (1876), the Supreme Court grappled with how to determine whether a
new product was a legitimately novel invention.[3] The Court indicated what might be learned from one product
displacing others previously used for the same purpose, establishing the relevance of a product's market
performance, but provided no clear economic standard for what kind of displacement would be informative.[4]
The Supreme Court later identified commercial success as a secondary consideration for nonobviousness in
Graham v. John Deere (1966),5 a role that was strengthened upon establishment of the Federal Circuit in
1982.6 One scholar suggested that commercial success was transformed "from a tiebreaker to a virtual trump
card."[7] Most recently, the Federal Circuit stated in Merck v. Teva (2005) (citing to Graham v. John Deere) that
"[c]ommercial success is relevant because the law presumes an idea would successfully have been brought to
market sooner, in response to market forces, had the idea been obvious to persons skilled in the art."[8]

Merely reporting sales or market shares in a vacuum misses the point of a commercial success analysis as
explained by the courts. Net sales or market shares in isolation tell us very little about whether market forces
would have existed for other companies to have responded by bringing the product to market sooner. As one
author noted: "For commercial success to be persuasive, a patentee must do more than show sales or market
share data for her patented product. (Although, under some older cases, this was enough)."[9] Rather,
commercial success should inform on whether sales and profits provide objective evidence on whether
material economic incentives (i.e., "market forces") would have incentivized others to bring the product to
market, had the invention been obvious. Other economists and scholars agree that this is, in essence, the
fundamental purpose of commercial success analysis.[10] Said another way, ideas are brought to market when
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there is a profit opportunity, not merely when sales or market shares are "high" or "substantial" in some
abstract sense.

Economic Analysis of Commercial Success
A better approach to evaluating commercial success focuses on factors that are economically relevant for its
purpose. While each analysis will be unique and specific to the facts of the particular case, some principles can
provide guidance to improve putting forth or rebutting evidence of commercial success. This section elaborates
on several such factors: (1) comparisons to relevant benchmarks, (2) comparisons to commercialization costs,
(3) evaluation of market shares, and (4) evaluation of the inferential limitations of any alleged commercial
success.

Comparisons to Relevant Benchmarks
One useful measure in evaluating commercial success is a comparison of sales to relevant benchmarks in the
industry -- for example: average product sales, sales of competitors, and projections of potential sales. This
provides guidance on what level of sales or revenues in the field are typical, sought, and expected, and would
yield an economic profit for a particular industry at a particular point in time.

In the pharmaceutical industry, for example, economic literature provides context on the range of drug sales by
drug type (e.g., cardiovascular, neurologic, etc.) and time period. For drugs launched from 1990 to 1994,
anesthetic drugs earned $556 million over the product life cycle, on average, compared to more than $2 billion
for anti-infective drugs and more than $3 billion for cardiovascular drugs.[11] Economic research examining
drugs by decile (i.e., 1st decile from 90th percentile to 99th percentile, 2nd decile from 80th percentile to 89th
percentile) often provides additional context for where a drug fits into the broader industry.[12] Notably,
research indicates that only the top three deciles of drugs tend to be economically profitable, and that an
average drug tends to yield close to break-even or even negative profits.[13] All else equal, it is unlikely that a
drug with sales below an average drug would be a commercial successs.[14]

All too often, experts assert that sales are "high" in some abstract sense (even with little or no profit), without
evaluating what sales might have been expected or what sales have been earned by competitor products. By
adding comparisons to the types of benchmarks described herein, sales can be evaluated in proper context
and better inform whether material economic incentives for development existed.

Comparisons to Commercialization Costs
Another useful but often overlooked measure in evaluating commercial success is a comparison to
commercialization costs for a product. Properly evaluated, including economic costs associated with actual
expenditures, costs of capital, risk, and uncertainties, comparisons to commercialization costs can provide
information for whether sales and profits are sufficient to generate an economic return on investment -- in other
words, a material economic incentive for others to bring the product to market. For example, some economists
argue that "commercial success could in principle be defined by a single criterion: Does the patented invention
earn a positive net return (risk-adjusted) on invested capital after accounting for all relevant costs associated
with developing and commercializing the patent as well as any alternatives available to the patent holder?"15
Techniques such as net present value analysis can be helpful for comparing sales over time with costs
associated with commercialization.

In the pharmaceutical industry, a number of authors have determined that the cost of bringing a new
pharmaceutical product to market exceeds $1 billion (and more than $2 billion based on estimates for more
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recent products).[16] These costs include out-of-pocket expenses of development and clinical trials, the cost of
capital over time, and the risk of nonapproval (in which case all expenditures would be wasted), all of which are
expected and considered when evaluating products in the pharmaceutical industry.[17] If a drug product does
not earn revenues and profits that sufficiently compensate pharmaceutical companies for significant economic
costs in bringing a product to market, that product will tend not to be a commercial success, all else being
equal.[18]

Despite the economic foundation and connection to material economic incentives, experts frequently fail to
take into account the costs of development and commercialization when evaluating commercial success.[19]
By adding comparisons to potential costs of commercialization described herein, sales and profits can be
evaluated relative to the expense and investment required to bring the product to market, providing further
evidence on material economic incentives for commercialization.

Evaluation of Market Shares
Market shares are a factor frequently considered by experts in evaluating commercial success, because they
provide implicit comparisons to competitor products. However, the interpretation of market shares can be
difficult. For example, experts are often pressed at deposition to define what market share would provide a
global cutoff for a commercially successful product (e.g., "Is it 5 percent? 10 percent? 25 percent? 50
percent?"). The answer, because of how market shares are defined, is often: it depends.

For example, a 5 percent share of one market might be commercially successful, whereas a 20 percent share
of another market might not be. The former market might be significant and commercialization costs may be
low, whereas the second market might be smaller and commercialization costs may be high. As another
example, a product may have a very high revenue share but a very low quantity share due to factors like
patent protection of competitors (e.g., branded versus generic pharmaceuticals). Trying to define an absolute
cutoff for what market share, in the abstract, denotes a commercial success is a futile exercise.[20] Experts
often disagree about market definition -- i.e., which products define competition and which do not -- yet the
market definition and market share are interrelated. It is the overall context, rather than a particular market
share per se, that defines whether market shares are interpreted as persuasive evidence of commercial
success.

Unlike the other economic factors described thus far, market shares are less directly connected to whether
material economic incentives existed to bring the product to market sooner. Yet they can, at times, provide
insight on the market opportunity for an invention and, in that sense, may inform on incentives to bring a
product to market sooner when other information is less concrete.

Economic Relevance of Commercial Success
Finally, a thoughtful analysis of commercial success may consider whether any alleged success, if it exists, is
relevant for evaluating the existence of material economic incentives to bring a product to market sooner.
There are circumstances where even sales and profits that might normally be sufficient to generate economic
interest in the product (e.g., a potential commercial opportunity) might not be informative on obviousness at the
time of the invention because of other factors.

For example, the presence of blocking patents or regulatory exclusivity often limits the economic relevance of
commercial success. In this case, incentives for development may only exist for the party with that exclusivity
and not for the market more generally. In Merck v. Teva, the plaintiff argued that Fosamax, the patented
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product in question, was commercially successful.[21] The Federal Circuit agreed, but found that Merck's
earlier patent (a so-called "blocking patent" that blocked others from commercializing a Fosamax product)
limited the economic relevance of commercial success because other parties in the market could be blocked
from bringing the product to market.[22] The court stated: "Because market entry by others was precluded on
those bases, the inference of non-obviousness  from evidence of commercial success, is weak."[23]

As another example, there may be contemporaneous evidence around the time of the invention that shows a
lack of commercial interest, even if the product later turns out to be commercially successful. In such a
situation, sales and profits may provide limited evidence on whether material economic incentives existed to
bring the product to market sooner, above and beyond the contemporaneous evidence already demonstrating
this directly.

In summary, experts can often benefit from asking whether commercial success, even if it exists, is relevant in
evaluating the existence of material economic incentives around the time of the invention and, in turn, in
evaluating obviousness of a particular patent at issue.

Conclusion
While the purpose of commercial success has been established for some time, too often we see basic
principles being misapplied, misunderstood, or not acknowledged at all. Evaluating "success" in a vacuum,
without proper context or benchmarks for comparison, can result in a flawed and misguided analysis. There is,
of course, no single set of factors that are dispositive on commercial success in every situation, but providing
additional context relating to the purpose of commercial success (i.e., whether sales and profits demonstrate
material economic incentives existed to have brought the product to market sooner) appears to be a step in the
right direction. Success, both in business and in life, requires an understanding and appreciation for what is
meant to be achieved.

Endnotes
1. Commercial success is one of several secondary considerations intended to inform on whether a particular
technology is obvious -- i.e., whether it differs enough from prior art in order to qualify as a patentable invention
-- which are often evaluated when defendants challenge a patent's validity in patent litigation. Because
obviousness is the most common basis for finding that a patent is invalid, commercial success can play an
important role. For discussion and references, see Andrew Blair-Stanek, Profits as Commercial Success, 117
YALE L.J. 642, 646 (2008); and Rebecca S. Eisenberg, Obvious to Whom? Evaluating Inventions from the
Perspective of PHOSITA, 19 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 885, 885 (2004).

2. Merck & Co. v. Teva Pharm. USA, Inc., 395 F.3d 1364, 1376 (Fed. Cir. 2005).

3. Smith v. Goodyear Dental Vulcanite Co., 93 U.S. 486, 495 (1876).

4. Id. at 495-96, cited in Blair-Stanek, supra note 1, at 647.

5. Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17-18 (1966) ("Such secondary considerations as commercial
success, long felt but unsolved needs, failure of others, etc., might be utilized to give light to the
circumstances surrounding the origin of the subject matter sought to be patented. As indicia of obviousness
or nonobviousness, these inquiries may have relevancy.").

6. Blair-Stanek supra note 1, at 647-48; see Graham, 383 U.S. at 11.
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